Un-DOC-Umented News to Yous
REAL news with a twist of DOC
http://www.UnDOCumentedNews.com
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Location: Maryland
Story: This guy’s house gets robbed and several things taken. The robber
returns for more stuff and the home owner goes Ninja on the robber with a
sword and kills him.
Comment: How stupid can a person be going back to the same place they
robbed earlier that day? The neighbors said the home owner wasn’t a real
talkative person but I bet they think he’s a real cut up now.
Location: United Kingdom
Story: A man was caught on tape licking a chicken in a grocery store, what the
heck?
Comment: It’s obvious this poor bloke isn’t worried about his health, but
licking a chicken, come on! I wonder if there was a love, hate thing and earlier
the video showed him with his hand around the chicken’s neck.
Location: Ohio
Story: This guy gets in a bad car wreck when he hits a house and he walks
away to be killed by a truck…
Comment: You know for some reason I’m reminded of the two times I had
been married. I survived one and the second about killed me.
Location: Florida
Story: Police catch a motorcycle rider wearing nothing at all
Comment: It’s obvious this guy was under the influence of something; This guy
was naked and not wearing any ‘protection’. I bet the way the cops found him
was from all of the ‘track marks’ from ‘crack’.
Location: Fort Smith, Arkansas
Story: Two guys walk into a Wal-Mart and play an Adult X rated movie on the
big and bigger screen TV’s, a total of 6.
Comment: It’s ‘hard’ not to laugh at this one. I wonder is sales were ‘up’ after
the prank or if they got ‘harder’. Actual movies sold by Wal-Mart include Die
‘Hard’, ‘Hard’ to Kill, Walk ‘Hard’ and many others…
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